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H pÅTÅ*y] p—ýit]bçiD]t]]\ B]g]v]tÅ nÅr−y]Nàn] sv]y]\
vyÅsàn] g—ýiT]tÅ\ p¶r−N]m¶in]nÅ m]Dyà m]h−BÅrõt]m]/
a©EtÅm³t]v]iS]*NÆ\ B]g]v]tÆ\ aSq−dõxÅDy]}]iy]nÆ\,
a\b] tvÅ\ an¶s]ndõDÅim], B]g]v]t]/ gÆtà B]v]©eiS]NÆm]/ ||
aj¶*n] [vÅc]
jyÅy]sÆ càt]/ äým]*N]stà, m]tÅ b¶i£õj]*nÅdõ*n] |
t]t]/ iäýâ äým]*iN] Gçere mÅ\, in]yçj]y]is] ä†x]v] ||

3-1

vyÅim]ÛõeNàv] vÅkyàn], b¶i£õ\ mçhõy]sÆv] mà |
t]deäýâ v]dõ in]i‘õty], yàn] Ûeyç%hõmÅpn]yÅm]/ ||

3-2

In the last 37 Scripture Reading Sessions, we have read the first two chapters of the
B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ in their entirety, followed by some introductory readings on Upanishads
relating to

p¶ÎSÅTÅ*s - Human endeavours towards various goals in life
[p]in]S]t]/s - how they form a distinct part of our Vedas, and also what exactly the word
[p]in]S]t]/ means
vàdõm]h−vÅky]s - the great and concise declarations of our Scriptures
H ä−rõ Dv]in] - what the sacred sound OM indicates
xÅint] pÅQõ/s - the four Peace Invocations cited in our vàdõ m]indõrõ, which we recite or
hear, every week at this time; and
vàdõ [p]dex] m]nˆ]s - the basic teachings of our Vedas, which also we recite or hear, every
week at this time
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WxÅvÅsy]
Upanishad and ä†nçp]in]S]t]/ in their entirety. All this is an essential part of b—ýÀõiv]]§− - a
In addition, we have also read the two very important Upanishads, namely,
Knowledge which is extraordinary both in content and in purpose.
In content, this Knowledge is extraordinary because it unfolds our very roots, and talks
about oneself - who one is, why one is, as what one is, what is the best one can be, and
what one should do to realize the best and the highest one can be, both materially and
spiritually.
Its purpose is even more extraordinary. It shows the means by which every one can
reach the best and the highest in oneself, which means, to be one's true self.

b—ýÀõiv]§−

is not only about oneself, It is oneself Itself, when properly understood,
appreciated and realized, which means, when one becomes the very embodiment of
that knowledge in thought, word and deed, then one discovers, in one's b¶i£õ, that the
best and the highest in all existence is already there, in oneself, as one's true self.
Such self-discovery, such self-realization, is possible only through the grace of

p]rõmàìv]rõ, gained through äým]*yçg] b¶i£õ and #Ån] l]Ü]N] Wìv]rõ B]i• - which are precisely
the topics of Enlightenment and discussion in all our scripture readings from now on.

s]ty]\ v]dõ, D]m]*\ c]rõ, svÅDyÅyÅt]/ mÅ p—ým]dõ: is the essential teaching of
all our scriptures – sm³it] and Ûuit] alike - Ramayana, Mahabharata, and all our Vedas,
Upanishads, B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ and also all glorious Hymns and devotional songs of all
As we may recall,

sages, past and present, born in the tradition of Vedanta - the tradition of Sanatana
Dharma.
For an ordinary person, s]ty]\ v]dõ means "Speak only what you know to be true", do
what is proper, consistent with the values, traditions and the written and unwritten laws
of the family in which you were born, the community to which you belong, and the
society in which you live.
A person whose daily behaviour is governed by the Vedic Advice - the Vedic
Commands – s]ty]\

v]dõ and D]m]*\ c]rõ is an ethical person.

To be ethical simply means to live with the dignity of a human being, and nothing more.
To be ethical, one need not have to be religious or spiritual, and one need not have to
worry about scriptures, God, etc. It is only common sense that a human being should be
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ethical, even in one's own self-interests and also in the larger interests of the society as
a whole.
If you are not ethical, you are only hurting yourself and the society in which you
live.
Most people are ethical most of the times, but that is not enough. Our Vedas attach the
highest importance to ethical behaviour at all times, because that is the necessary
requirement for the true progress in any kind of human endeavour.
If you are an ethical person, you will soon realize that life is much more than simply
being an ethical person, and there is something more you can be, you can do, and you
must do to fulfill yourself as a human being. What is it that you must do? The Vedas
say:

svÅDyÅyÅt]/ mÅ p—ým]dõ: - Never neglect the study and assimilation of the teachings of our
scriptures. Reading the scriptures again and again, one gains a fuller appreciation of the
Vedic commands s]ty]\ v]dõ and D]m]*\ c]rõ. In particular, one realizes that there is a s]ty]\ TRUTH - higher than all the truths one knows of, and there is a

D]m]*\ higher than all the

D]m]* one knows of, and at the highest level, s]ty]\ and D]m]*\ are indeed ONE and the same
Being, and That Being is the Supreme Being, whose very nature is Ever Existent, Allconscious, All-Pervading, All-Inclusive and Unchanging.

Our Upanishads further point out that That All-pervading Supreme Being is the source
of all freedom, all happiness, and all fulfillments in life. Thus the realization, the
recognition of That All-pervading Supreme Being in one's own self, naturally becomes
the ultimate goal of life for every human being.
How can one gain that realization? Again, the Vedic Advice
indicate the means for such realization.
action. D]m]*\
actions.

s]ty]\ v]dõ

and

D]m]*\ c]rõ

s]ty]\ v]dõ is a äým]* - speaking the truth is an

c]rõ includes all human actions, and every human being is only a bundle of

If at the highest level, s]ty]\ and D]m]*\ are identical, then at the highest level

s]ty]\ and äým]*

äým]* - every ordinary ethical äým]* - as the natural
means for a human being to realize the highest s]ty]\ - the p]rõ\ s]ty]\ in one's own self in
must also be identical, which makes

one's own life time. That is an extra-ordinary prospect, especially in view of our common
experience that äým]*s generally lead only to bondage, suffering and unhappiness.
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But our Scriptures point out that if only a person is totally ethical in every day life and
also orders and reorders one's daily äým]*s appropriately, the very same äým]*, instead of
being a source of bondage, suffering and unhappiness, becomes a means for gaining
Absolute Freedom, meaning Absolute Happiness and Total Fulfillment in life.
When any ordinary ethical äým]* is so converted into a means for realizing p]rõ\

s]ty]\ - The
Highest Truth - the Supreme Being in oneself, that äým]* becomes äým]*yçg]. äým]*yçg] is
the main subject matter of Sri Krishna's teachings in this and the next three chapters of
the B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ, which also establishes the connection between the Veda-Upanishad
teachings, which we have been reading during the past few months, and the

gÆtÅ chapters which we will be reading from now on.

B]g]v]t]/

B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ is sm³it] and Ûuit] in ONE, which means that the context of this Teaching
should be remembered, and the content of this teaching should be understood,
reflected upon, appreciated and assimilated in its entirety in one's own daily life.
The third chapter of B]g]v]t]/ gÆtÅ, which is entitled äým]*yçg], starts with a pertinent
question from Arjuna. Before we start this chapter, let us briefly recall the mood of
Arjuna at the end of chapter 2.
Arjuna is still feeling confused. To the already confused mind, Sri Krishna seems to
have added more confusion by what He said in chapter 2. Seeing some contradictions
in Sri Krishna's teachings to him, Arjuna wants, and seeks clarification from Sri Krishna.
Arjuna feels this way: "I told Sri Krishna clearly, what I did not want and what I did want.

n] ä−\Ü]tà iv]j]y]\ äëSN], n] c] r−jy]\ s¶Kå]]in] c]

1 - 32

Krishna, I do not want - I do not seek - I do not crave for - any victory, any kingdom, or
the pleasures of the kingdom. Why? Because it is now clear to me that they cannot give
any real happiness or fulfillment in life for me. Therefore, I do not want them.

y]t]/ Ûey]: syÅt]/. That which is Ûey]s]/, meaning p]rõm] p¶ÎSÅT]*, the
Supreme Goal of Life, which is mçÜ] - Absolute Freedom from any kind of sorrow or
What I want is

distress - Absolute Happiness -Total Fulfillment in life - never subject to change. It is
That Ûey]s]/ which I want. What action on my part under present circumstances will give

me That Ûey]s]/ ?
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in]i‘õt]\ b—ýUihõ t]nmà - Please decide for me, and tell that to me in definite unambiguous
terms. Why? Because
ä−p]*Ny]doS] [p]hõt] sv]BÅv]: p³cC−im] tvÅ\ - My mind is so confused that I cannot decide
for myself what I should do. Therefore,
ix]Sy]stà%hõ\ - please accept me as your disciple, please teach me what is the best for

me to do to gain the Ûey]s]/ that I want. I surrender myself to you; I commit myself to
your advice totally". So said Arjuna.
Thus it is clear that what Arjuna wants is Ûey]s]/ and not kingdom. Now, how did Sri
Krishna respond to Arjuna's request? First, Sri Krishna started saying:

"axçcyÅn]/ anv]xçc]stv]\

- Arjuna, all your concerns - all your sorrows and distress are

Ûey]s]/, and on the
other hand all your concerns, sorrows and distress are only about p—†y]s]/. They are only
misplaced. Why? Because on the one hand you say that you want
about the transient transactions of life."
Saying this, Krishna introduced ˜tm]#Ån]\ - Self Knowledge to Arjuna.

nÅs]tç iv]§õtà BÅvç, nÅBÅvç iv]§õtà s]t]: - You must realize what is s]t]/ and what is
as]t]/, what is in]ty]\ and what is ain]ty]\, what is s]ty]\ and what is im]Ty]] - what is real
"

existence and what is transient existence. You mistake the transient as real, and that is
the source of all your confusion. In order to resolve this confusion, you must learn to
realize the nature of s]ty]\, and then you will be able to treat the transient as transient,
and the confusion will vanish naturally, and along with that, all consequences of such
confusion will fall in their right places. Therefore, what you need is knowledge about

s]ty]\.
Having said that, Sri Krishna continued

"˜tmÅ is s]ty]\, and what you need is ˜tm]#Ån]\

- knowledge about the nature of ˜tmÅ, which is:
nðn]\ iCõndõint] x]sˆÅiN], nðn]\ dõhõit] pÅv]äý: |
n] cðn]\ „†dõy]n]tyÅpç, n] xçS]y]it] mÅÎt]: ||

2 - 23

Atma is not subject to any change. Weapons cannot destroy Atma, fire cannot burn
Atma, water cannot drown Atma and air cannot dry Atma.
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acCe§o%y]\ ad−Áo%y]\ a„†§o%xçSy] Av] c] |
in]ty]: s]v]*g]t]:sTÅN¶:, ac]lç%y]\ s]nÅt]n]:||

2 - 24

Atma is beyond the reach of any cause of destruction. Atma is in]ty]: - eternal, s]v]*g]t]: -

sTÅN¶ : - ever stable, unmoving, ac]l]: - Immovable, because there is no
place that It is not there, and It is s]nÅt]n]: - Eternal and ever-new because of its infinite

all-pervading,

dimensions. Further

avy]•o%y]\ aic]ntyç%y]\ aiv]ä−yç*%y]m¶cy]tà |
t]smÅt]/ Av]\ iv]idõtvðn]\ nÅn¶xçic]t¶m]hõ*is] ||

2 - 25

The Atma which we are talking about is

avy]•: - unmanifest. It is not available as an object for one's comprehension
aic]nty]: - It is not available as an object for comparison or definition
aiv]ä−y]*: - It is not an object that is subject to change, either by Itself or by anyone
else. So is the nature of ˜tmÅ.
It is That ˜tmÅ which is Real, and It is everywhere, in you, in me, in everybody else and
in everything.

t]smÅt]/ An]\ Av]\ iv]idõtvÅ tv]\ an¶xçic]t¶\ n] ahõ*is]

- “When you realize the nature of That

˜tmÅ by a process of enquiry, you not only gain ˜tm]#Ån]\, you also become totally free
from any kind of sorrow or distress." So said Sri Krishna.
Thus, it is clear, what Sri Krishna says is that Arjuna needs
Krishna also said:

sv]D]m]*m]ip] cÅvàÜy] n] iv]äýimp]t¶m]hõ*is] |
D]myÅ*i£ यु ाच् े य:õ any]t]/ Ü]Iˆ]y]sy] n] iv]§õtà ||

˜tm]#Ån]\.

But then, Sri

2 - 31

sv]D]m]* - your own duty. For a
Ü]iˆ]y], there is no duty higher than protecting the D]m]* of the society. And if that
protection involves a war, and it has been left for you by Wìv]rõ to fight that war, then that
is what you should do as äýt]*vy] äým]* - as the duty to be done.
õLook at your own situation from the point of view of
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t]smÅt]/ [i–]SQõ äOntày] y¶£−y] äët]in]‘õy]:

2 - 37

Therefore, Arjuna, [i–]SQõ - get up, wakeup to your duty, and be resolved to fight.

s¶K] du:Kà s]mà äëtvÅ lÅBÅlÅBè j]y]]j]yè |
t]tç y¶£−y] y¶j]y]sv] nðv]\ pÅp]m]vÅpy]is] ||

2 - 38

s¶K] or du:K] involved, because a duty is a
äým]* to be done, and it should just be done, there is nothing more to it. s¶K] and du:K] In the performance of one's duty, there is no

pleasure and pain do not come into the picture, as long as one's vision is on the duty to
be done. Let not considerations of gain and loss, victory and defeat govern your action.
Let there be no r−g] - passion for gain or victory. Let there be no ©eS] - hatred for loss or
defeat.

y¶£−y] y¶jy]sv] - Both in terms of mood and action, get ready to fight.
n] Av]\ pÅp]\ avÅpsy]is] - in performing your duty, you incur no sin. Not only that
äým]*NyàvÅiD]ä−rõstà mÅ ’ýlàS¶ äýd−c]n] |
mÅ äým]*’ýl]het¶B½*: mÅ tà s]\gç%st¶ aäým]*iN] ||

2 - 47

äým]*iN] Av] aiD]ä−r: tà, mÅ ’ýlàS¶ äýd−c]n] - You have power, you have a choice only
with respect to your actions, and never over fruits of your actions at any time, which
means that once you do your duty, your power - your choice ends there.
mÅ äým]*’ýl] het¶: B½: - Never become a het¶ - a means, an instrument for going after the
fruits of actions. You are an an instrument only for doing

äým]*, and not for going after

äým]*’ýl].
mÅ tà s]\g]: ast¶ aäým]*iN] - Never develop an attachment to inaction. Inaction cannot
remove your sorrow and distress.

yçg]sT]: ä÷Î äýmÅ*iN] s]\g]\ ty]•/vÅ D]n]\j]y] ||
With that attitude of

äým]*yçg] b¶i£õ,

2 - 48

perform whatever

äým]*

you have to do in your

circumstances, with absolutely no attachment whatsoever, either to the

äým]* or to the

äým]*’ýl].
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Thus Sri Krishna advised Arjuna to do the actions demanded by his duty. But, then
again, Sri Krishna came back to the subject of ˜tm]#Ån]\ in the last 18 verses of chapter
2, wherein he repeated again what one needed for
Freedom from any kind of sorrow - was

xÅint]

and

mçÜ] -

Peace and

˜tm]#Ån]\ - which is indeed the distinguishing

characteristic of a isT]t]p—ý#].

˜tm]in] Av] ˜tm]nÅ t¶Sqõ: isT]t]p—ý#]: t]docy]tà -The one who discovers ˜tmÅ in oneself,
by oneself

s]: xÅint] aiD]g]cCõit] - that person gains Peace.
ASÅ b—−ÀI isT]it]: pÅT]* nðnÅ\ p—−py] iv]m¶Áõit]
That is the state of b—ýÀõin]vÅ*N] - that is the state of Realization of ˜tmÅ in oneself, at
which state, one is totally and permanently released from all confusion, sorrow and
distress - so said Sri Krishna.
Thus it is clear that what one needs for gaining Ûey]s]/ is ˜tm]#Ån]\. When that is the
case, why does Sri Krishna ask me - Arjuna - to fight this war? Why does he not ask me
to give up all worldly äým]*s and advise me to pursue ˜tm]#Ån]\ exclusively - that is the
thought occupying Arjuna's mind at the end of chapter 2. That is the Arjuna that we are
seeing now. Now we go to chapter 3.

aj¶*n] [vÅc]
jyÅy]sÆ càt]/ äým]*N]stà m]tÅ b¶i£õj]*nÅdõ*n] |
t]t]/ iäýâ äým]*iN] Gçre mÅ\ in]yçj]y]is] ä†x]v] ||

3-1

äým]* and #Ån]\, Arjuna
understands that ˜tm]#Ån]\ is what is needed for gaining Ûey]s]/, and, that being the
case, Arjuna cannot understand why Sri Krishna is pushing him into äým]*, however
necessary it may be. In his mental confusion, Arjuna forgets the difference between äým]*
and äým]*yçg], and looks upon äým]* as essentially irrelevant to - even opposed to
˜tm]#Ån]\.
Having listened to Sri Krishna in the second chapter about
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Therefore, Arjuna asks Sri Krishna the following question. Addressing Sri Krishna as
j]nÅdõ*n] and ä†x]v], j]nÅdõ*n] - means s]vÅ*nt]rõ: - the one who is in all beings. j]nÅdõ*n] is
a name indicating m]h−iv]SN¶ and ä†x]v] means „†x]nÅx]n]: - the one who destroys pains of
all kinds, the one who removes all obstructions to one's spiritual upliftment.

ä†x]v]

is an

expression indicating p]rõmàìv]rõ.
We start all our religious ceremonies with the
significance as hõirõ:

m]nˆ] H ä†x]vÅy] n]m]:.

It has the same

H.

Addressing Sri Krishna as j]nÅdõ*n] and ä†x]v], Arjuna says

jyÅy]sÆ càt]/ äým]*N]:, tà m]tÅ b¶i£õ:
tà m]tÅ, t]v] aiB]p—−y]: - If it is your considered view that
b¶i£:,õ ˜tm] b¶i£õ ˜tm]#Ån]\ - pursuit of ˜tm]#Ån]\
jyÅy]sÆ càt]/ äým]*N]: - is superior to - is better than the pursuit of worldly äým]* s,
t]t]/ iäýâ Gçre äým]*iN], mÅ\ in]yçj]y]is] - then, in that case, why are you pushing me into
this terrible action of fighting this war.

˜tm]#Ån]\ is superior to the pursuit of worldly
activities – äým]*s of various kinds - for gaining the Ûey]s]/ I seek, then why do you push
If it is your considered view that pursuit of

me into this terrible action of fighting this war.

vyÅim]ÛeNàv] vÅkyàn] b¶i£õ\ mçhõy]sÆv] mà |
t]deäýâ v]dõ in]‘õty], yàn] Ûeyç%hõmÅpn¶yÅm]/ ||

3-2

vyÅim]ÛeN] wv] vÅkyàn] - By your words which appear as though they are contradictory,
mà b¶i£\õ mçhõy]is] wv] - it appears to me as if you are confusing my mind
wv] - means as though, or as if. Arjuna uses this word twice, indicating that he is not
trying to accuse Sri Krishna. He is only emphasizing the confusion in his own mind.

˜tm]#Ån]\ that is needed for gaining Ûey]s]/. Again, from what
you say, it also appears to me that äým]* and ˜tm]#Ån]\ are mutually incompatible and
From what you say, it is
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inconsistent, or mutually opposed to each other from the point of view of gaining

Ûey]s]/.

But you advocate both äým]* and ˜tm]#Ån]\ at the same time. That is confusing to me.
What I want is Ûey]s]/

- That is clear to me.

t]t]/ - Therefore
Aäýâ v]dõ, in]i‘õty], y]en] Ûey]: ahõ\ avÅp—÷yÅm]/ - Please decide and tell me the ONE means
by which I can gain Ûey]s]/ The p]rõm] p¶ÎSÅT]* - Absolute Happiness -Total Fulfillment in
life.
Should I go after äým]*, or should I go after ˜tm]#Ån]\ - to gain Ûey]s]/ - please tell one of
these two, to me, definitely and decisively. That is Arjuna's question and Arjuna's
request. How Sri Krishna responds to Arjuna's request we will see next time.
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